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Lesley Drumbell's quest is for a purer kind 
of statement. Her works are never concepts 
or ideas, they are abstracted epithets of expe-
rience portraying the panicular quality of an 
emotion through colour. Her references 
from life are intangible: wind, light, natural 
rhythms, feelings, which she transforms into 
a purely abstract linear visual language. 
The lines, vertical, horizontal, diagonal, are 
her grammar, cO-ordinated and subordinated 
the lines move across the canvas as words 
flow across a page; they create an inter-
minable phrase with infinite possibility of 
articulation. Within these lines, drawn with 
meticulous exactitude, are the aesthetic 
impulses of Dumbrell's intangible world. 
With simple graphic expression she creates a 
visual equivalent of a sensation. 

To this linear structure, paint is applied 
in a flat even manner- no brush-strokes or 
thick layers of paint, no material surface 
interest. The colours are juxtaposed and 
react to one another. Each colour is an 
expression of pure sensation freed from 
associations- pale blue does not imply sky 
and green is not grass- the implicit response 
is to colour in its own terms, colour, evoca-
tive of certain aspects of sensitivity is the 
subject. Hues are radiant or opaque and 
reflective, translucent or dim and mysteri-
ous; the various degrees of opacity and 
translucency give her work a sensual beauty 
and delicacy. Dumbrell's paintings and 
drawings are a synthesis of opposite forces: 
vertical and horizontal, warm and cold, light 
and dark. 

The drawings are executed in a freer 
manner. Instinctively drawn, they reflect a 
qui~k, impression ofan emotion, they are.her 
shonhand, her system of secret signs. Often 
from these initial drawings, she produces a 
second set of drawings more rigid and 
exacting. These have an intermediary func-
tion and are a record of the slowly developing 
process towards the final transcription 
where the elements are despotically con-
trolled and frozen into the painting. This 

process isan indication ofDumbrell's power>--
ful convictions and her strong, obsessive, 
often harsh disposition towards her work. It 
is a sequential process which permits us to 
see a side of the painter's character that her 
paintings do not show. Astonishingly, during 
this process, these resolutely executed paint-
ings do not lose any of the gentle emotions or 
tender sensations Dumbrell set out to 
portray, nor do they ever fail to imply the 
most fugitive, evanescent sensibilities. 
Emotions are presented only and always at 
one level, that which is inextricably linked to 
the feminine intrinsic: joyousness, peace-
fulness, tenderness and a sense of elegance 
and beauty. In a recent interview 1 she 
stated: 'Painting is my quiet time, it is my 
sanity away from the drudgery of everyday 
life and away from the horrors of the world. 
When painting, I look to a more optimistic 
future, I ponray only the gentler side of the 
emotional range, I omit all anxieties of 
death, violence, anger and horror.' This 
attitude excludes her work from the Post-
Modernist sensibility of the 1970s, which is 
characterized by its socio-political content 
and by bizarre powerful and provocative 
reflections of a disordered world. Dumbrell's 
work is sometimes challenging, often 
pleasing, but never provocative. The serial 
imagery, the precise Hard-edge line and the 
flat surface of her paintings link her to the 
concerns of Abstract An of the I 960s. She 
has always painted in series, each one, like a 
narrative, evolves into the next. 

Lesley Dumbrell was born in Melbourne 
on 14 October 1941 and there are no child 
prodigy stories about her. 

From 1959 to 1962 she studied painting 
at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Techno-
logy. Intrigued by Abstract Art, she con-
centrated on Kandinsky's' theories of form 
and colour, on Malevitch's3 three stages of 
Suprematism: black, coloured and white, 
and on the process Mondrian used to achieve 
simplification of form. The new abstraction 
was not studied at Royal Melbourne Insti-
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LESLEY DUMBRELL AFTER DARK ( 1980) 
Acrylic on canvas 152 cm x 228 cm 
Melbourne Slate College Collection 

LESLEY DUMBRELL SPIDER WALK (1978) 
Acrylic on canvas 198 cm x 137 cm 

Private collection 
Photograph by Ian McKenzie 



LESLEY OUMBRELL SPANGLE (1977) 
Acrylic on canvas 152 cm x 212 cm 
Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney 
Photograph by Ian McKenzie 
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tute ofTechnology. Conventional attitude_·# 
excluded, amongst other things, exposure f~/ 
to the works of Margaret Preston, Grace 
Crowley and Grace Cossington Smith 
to mention a few women working in ; j 
modernistic spirit. Most students, therefor 
were not aware of the contribution of 'h 
women to Australian art. Believing she f 
wanted to be an artist, and a feminist anisd 
she knew she must hold onto the challenginr 
new movements. During her last yearas f 
a student she saw at the National Gallery of 
Victoria a retrospective of Godfrey Miller's "/ 
work, which had a considerable effect // 
on her. I 

Between the years ! 962 and 1966, due /i 
to her involvement in other activities she / 
produced few works. Her most formative t 
period was ! 966-68, when she taught in th4 
art department at the Prahran College of I 
Advanced Education with a group ofyoung r 
artists including James Doolin, Virginia 
Coventry, Peter Booth, Clive Murray-White./ 
Elwyn Dennis and Alun Leach-Jones. 
She was greatly influenced by the lucid and I 
articulate Doolin, who also introduced herto l 
liquitex, a medium she continues to use. 

The late 1960s were an exciting time 
for art in Australia. Abstract Expressionism I 
had subsided as the main movement, new I 
art movements asserted themselves: Hard-
edge, Minimal, Op and Pop. A certain 
diffusion of art energies was occurring; 
a more open situation had been created. 
Dumbrell could now see her role in a larger 
perspective and decided to give up teaching 
and to paint full time, The pictures of this 
period, 1967-68, represent a fragmented 
view of the urban landscape, selecting only 
elements she is perceptive about or in 
tune with, 

In these early paintings, the abstracted 
building-shapes are repeated forms moving 
from the centre of the picture outwardly and 

across the surface and the predominant 
colour is red. The colour red with all its tonal 
variations, from warm and intense to cold 
and sombre has until very recently, held a 

' ' he uses 
particular fascination. Othercolourss d 
with ease, the exception being purple an t 
mauve the two colours to which she has no 
found ~n emotional key. She is conSlantlY 
intrigued by the fact that, whilSl some hers 
colours are solid, dense and opaque, 01 
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ND (1977) opposie J0MBRELL x 213 cm LESL_ canvas 1 
Acryllc n 01 the artist 
PossesSIO McKenzie 
Photograph by Ian (1977) 

ite BLACK STUDY No. 2 
DUMBe~ELL 130 cm x 213 cm 

Ac,ylic on j!~ine Burke 
Owned by M Kenzie 
Photograph by Ian C 

NOOK (1975) above RELL CHI 258 cm ti s 
LESLEY DUMB 175 cm x Art in !he Seven e 
Acrylic on ca~~~lection of Modern 
National Ban McKenzie 
Photograph by Ian 
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LESLEY DUMBAELL DARK STUDY 1979 
Acrylic on paper 50 cm x 100 cm 

Private collection 
Photograph by lan McKenzie 

abo"" 
LESLEY DUMBRELL ZIG ZAG (1980) 

Acrylic on canvas 152 cm x 228 cm 
Possession of the artist 

Photograph by Ian McKenzie 

are liquid and always remain transparent· 
she interplays these two elements by abs~-
lute separation and opposition, creatin a 
subtle range of shifting light values. g 
_ Chinook, of 1975, shows a sensibility that 
ts related to that of the Op anists. The inter-
action of elements here creates optical dis-
placement. The visual confusion is disquiet-
ing, Op theories held her interest for a shon 
time, by 1977 the elements in her paintings 
were more structured and she started work. 
ing from the defined boundaries of the 
canvas inward to the centre of the picture-
a reversal of the system of building up units 
in her work of the 1960s, inSpan9le,of 1977, 
simple lines of colour were applied creating 
localized or isolated colour contrasts, the 
clusters of lines creating constellations 
whose pattern holds the viewer and guides 
the eye through countless lines which can be 
read like words in a book, Similarly the all-
over patterning of Strand and Black Study No. 
2, both of 1977, evokes a filled page in a 
notebook, connected to the previous page 
and to the successive one, In some paintings 
the lines are intricately articulated into 
dazzling bands of colour, in others the 
interrelation of colours is subdued and tonal. 
The lines equally sit on the surface or recede 
as in Spider walk, of I 978, where an 
ambiguous space is created by the dual effect 
of the lines not only penetrating the surface, 
but also floating on a spatial backdrop of 
colour, Dark study, of I 979, and After dark, of 
1980, her latest paintings, are about the way 
colours change at night. Against a sombre, 
dense ground, colours zap like neon lights or 
recede into the night. The lines radiate 
outwards beyond the edge of the canvas into 
the immediate environment and beyond it 
into infinity. 

Dumbrell's work does not reflect a new 
vanguard, but what comes through her 
paintings is a rich sensibility, a professi-
onalism, a rigorous discipline and an 
independence from fashion or fads. 

As a feminist she is a gentle radical. 
as an artist, a painter with a modernist 
sensibility. 
I. Interview, 9 April 1980. ed 
2, W. Kandinsky, Concerning the ~;~·tual in Art tran~~:k). 

by M.T. Y. Sadler. (Dover Pubhcat1ons Inc., New 
3. C. Malevitch, Suprematism, 34 drawings, translate~ 
by Barbara Shuey (Gordon Fraser Gallery, ud., Lon on 
and Bedford). 


